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Abstract: 

 

Most of the pattern recognition models are based on finding the statistical or 

geometrical properties (Hong et. al.,1998; Prasad et. al,  1993; Rekhter  and 

Li,1995; Walters,2006) of substructures in the data. The two key concepts of 

describing geometry are angle and distances. In this paper we have tried to 

recognize handwritten characters depending on the geometrical angle. To find 

the geometrical angle we have taken the cosine measure as the  tool. 
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Introduction: 
The cosine measure of two vectors has been found to be very effective in the 

comparison of two documents. The cosine measure of two vectors  iV  and 
jV  can be 

computed as: 
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 This is essentially the cosine of the angle between the two vectors. The cosine 

measure is nothing but the inner product of two vectors, after both iV  and jV  have 

been normalized to have unit length. As a result, the cosine measure reflects the 

relative distribution of the terms of the vectors and this measure has been found to be 
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very effective in the recognition of handwritten characters. 

 After normalizing the two vectors iV  and 
jV  the denominator of the right hand 

side of equation (1) becomes 1(one) and the equation takes the form 
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 This equation gives the smaller angle between the two vectors Vi and Vj. hence 

the value of cos( , )i jV V  lies between 0 and 1. For almost similar vectors Vi and Vj the 

value of cos( , )i jV V  is close to 1 and vice versa. 

 

Steps used to calculate the angle between the characters 

In this paper the vectors are the patterns of different handwritten characters. The 

patterns are 10 × 10 matrices and the method used to form the patterns is described 

below. In the preprocessing  stage different characters are fitted within a rectangular 

frame that touches the characters at its left, right, top and bottom. This rectangular 

frame is then resized into a 100 × 100 square box. This 100 × 100 square box is 

divided into 10 × 10 grid structure. The number 1 (one) is assigned to the (i,j)th grid if 

the (i,j)th grid contains at least one black pixel and the number 0 (zero) is assigned to 

the (i,j)th grid if the (i,j)th grid contains no black pixel . These 10 × 10 matrices so 

formed are the initial pattern vectors for individual known character images. 

 

Step1. 

Pattern vectors of all the characters (in this case there are 26 characters) are 

normalized to unit length by dividing each element of the pattern vector by the length 

of that pattern. These matrices of unit length are nothing but the unit vectors in 

different direction. 

 For example of the pattern of the character ‘A’ when normalized to unit length is 

given below: 

 
 

Figure 1(a) 
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Figure 1(b) 

 

 

 In the above example the length of the pattern Vector ‘A’ is √50=7.071and this 

pattern is normalized to unit length by dividing each entry of the 10 × 10 pattern 

Vector ‘A’ by the length √50. 

 

Step2. The pattern of the unknown character is then normalized to unit length. 

 

Step3. The cosine of the angle between the directions of the unknown pattern and 

the known patterns are calculated with the help of the equation (2) 

If the cosine of the angles between the two directions ( angle between the known 

pattern vector and the unknown pattern vector) is close to 1 then the angle between 

those directions is small and vice versa. 

 When an unknown pattern is introduced to the system, the angular distance ( 

i,e.cosine measure) between the unknown pattern and the known patterns are 

calculated using equation (2). 

 Thus we can say that the pair of the known and unknown pattern vectors which 

has the greatest cosine measure has the smallest angle between them i,e. they have the 

greatest degree of  similarity between them, and the corresponding known character is 

considered as the recognized character. 

 

Program Code used for recognition of unknown character by using Cosine 

measure ( Using MATLAB 6.5) 

____________________________________ 

 

A=imread(FILE NAME);  %read the image file 

[row col]=size(A);    % row and column  

          %numbers of the image 

ABW=~im2bw(A);  %image A is converted  

%into 0's and 1's 

S=sum(ABW);  

%vertical projection is  

%taken to find the  

%vhorizontal word  
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%boundary 

chk=0; 

%chk is used to change  

%the selection mode 

for i=1:col     

%Finds the lift and right  

%boundary of the %word 

if S(1,i)~=0 && chk==0 

left=i; 

chk=1; 

end 

if S(1,i)==0 && chk==1 

right=i; 

chk=2; 

end 

end 

RA=rot90(ABW);  %rotate the image to take  

% the horizontal   

%projection 

SRA=sum(RA);  

%horizontal projection is  

%taken to find the left and 

% right boundary of the  

%word 

chk=0; 

for i=1: row  %Finds the upper and %lower boundary of the %word 

if SRA(1,i)~=0 && chk==0 

top=i; 

chk=1; 

end 

 

if SRA(1,i)==0 && chk==1 

bottom=i; 

chk=2; 

end 

end 

 

I=imcrop(ABW,[left top right-left bottom- 

top]);   

    %capture the image within  

%arectangular box 

hgt=bottom-top; 

bred=right-left; 

hinc=(hgt/10); 

binc=(bred/10); 
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k=1; 

l=1; 

for i=1:10 

for j=1:10 

J=imcrop(I,[k l binc-1 hinc-1]); 

if sum(J(:))==0 

patt(i,j)=0; 

else 

patt(i,j)=1; 

end 

k=k+binc; 

end 

k=1; 

l=l+hinc; 

end 

Test1=patt; 

mod=1/(sqrt(sum(Test1(:)))); 

Test=mod*Test1;     

%Test is the normalized  

%unknown pattern 

%vector of unit length 

k=1; 

for p=1:26 

I=imcrop(unit,[k 1 9 9]);   

%unit is a 10 ×260 matrix  

%which stores the 

%patterns of 26 character %and I capture the 

% pattern of one character  

%in each iteration 

mod=1/sqrt(sum(I(:))); 

J=mod*I;     

% J is the normalized %pattern of I having  %unit length 

S=0; 

for i=1:10 

for j=1:10 

S=S+J(i,j)*Test(i,j); 

% S is the dot product of  

%two unit vectors Test  

%and J 

end 

end 

 

costheta(1,p)=S;     

% costheta stores the  

%cosine of different pair  
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%of vectors 

k=k+10; 

end 

 

 Few results are given below: 

 Results of recognition using cosine measure: 

 

Result 1: 

 

 
Unknown character 

 

Figure 2(a) 

 

 
 

Figure 2(b) 

 

 Angular Distances( Cosine measure)between the unknown and the known patterns 

 Maximum value of the cosine measure corresponds to the character ‘A’ 

 The character is recognized as ‘A’ 

 

Result 2: 

 

 
Unknown character 

 

Figure 3(a) 
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Figure 3(b) 

 

 

 Angular Distances( Cosine measure)between the unknown and the known patterns 

 Maximum value of the cosine measure corresponds to the character ‘E’ 

 The character is recognized as ‘E’ 

 

Result 3: 

 

 
Unknown character 

 

Figure 4(a) 

 

 
 

Figure 4(b) 
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 Angular Distances( Cosine measure)between the unknown and the known patterns 

 Maximum value of the cosine measure corresponds to the character ‘K’ 

 The character is recognized as ‘K’ 

 

Result 4 : 

 

 
Unknown character 

 

Figure 5(a) 

 

 
 

Figure 5(b) 

 

 

 Angular Distances( Cosine measure)between the unknown and the known patterns 

 Maximum value of the cosine measure corresponds to the character ‘P’ 

 The character is recognized as ‘P’ 

 

 

Conclusion: 
Although we have given only 4 results, the above method is tested with a huge 

number of handwritten characters of different variety. It has been found that the above 

method is very effective and the it gives a very high degree of recognition rate. 
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